Year 4
Please remember to continue to practice the Year 3/4 words in
your child’s reading record throughout the year These are in
addition to weekly spelling homework of 8 of the following to learn
each week.
1. “s” sound
spelt “sc”
2. tion

3. sion

4. cian
5. gue
6. que
7. ous

8. ious
9. our is
changed to
or before
ous is added
10.eous

Spellings
Science, scientist, scene, discipline, fascinate, crescent,
scissors, ascend, descend, scent, scented, scenery
Invention, injection, action, hesitation, completion,
ambition, position, situation, pollution, solution, attraction,
correction, fiction, construction, introduction, caution,
option
Expression, discussion, confession, permission, admission,
expansion, extension, comprehension, tension, attend,
attention, aggression, collision, conclusion, decision,
extension, illusion, impression, depression, invasion,
intrusion, occasion, persuasion,
Musician, electrician, magician, politician, mathematician,
optician, physician, technician, beautician,
League, tongue, catalogue, fatigue, plague, dialogue, rogue,
antique, unique, plaque, boutique, picturesque, grotesque,
mosque, cheque
Poisonous, dangerous, mountainous, famous, various,
tremendous, enormous, jealous, humorous, glamorous,
vigorous, adventurous, disastrous, fabulous, generous,
jealous, nervous, numerous, ridiculous, ravenous,
prosperous
Various, previous, serious, obvious, curious, religious,
ambitious, suspicious, precious, furious, curious, delicious
Humorous, glamorous, vigorous

Courageous, outrageous, spontaneous, courteous,
discourteous, hideous, outrageous,
11.Homophones scene/seen, ball/bawl, berry/bur, knot/not, missed/mist,
rain/rein/reign, weather/whether, whose/who’s,
medal/meddle, affect/effect,

12.Word List
Words:

accident, actual, address, answer, appear, arrive, believe,
bicycle, breath, breathe, build, busy/business, calendar,
caught, centre, century, certain, circle, complete, consider,
continue, decide, describe, different, difficult, disappear,
early, earth, eight/eighth, enough, exercise, experience,
experiment, extreme, famous, favourite, February,
forward(s), fruit, grammar, group, guard, guide, heard,
heart, height, history, imagine, increase, important,
interest, island, knowledge, learn, length, library, material,
medicine, mention, minute, natural, naughty, notice,
occasion(ally), often, opposite, ordinary, particular,
peculiar, perhaps, popular, position, possess(ion), possible,
potatoes, pressure, probably, promise, purpose, quarter,
question, recent, regular, reign, remember, sentence,
separate, special, straight, strange, strength, suppose,
surprise, therefore, though/although, thought, through,
various, weight, woman/women

